Background: There is limited knowledge of the course of social anxiety disorder (SAD) from adolescence into adulthood, and how SAD and alcohol use disorder (AUD) symptoms change together over time. The current study examined how persistent and adolescent-limited SAD relate to alcohol symptom trajectories across adolescence and into adulthood, as well as gender differences in the course of SAD and AUD symptoms.
S
OCIAL ANXIETY DISORDER (SAD) is a common psychiatric condition that generally emerges in adolescence (Kessler et al., 2005a) . SAD is characterized by excessive preoccupation with embarrassing oneself in social or performance situations, resulting in distress in or avoidance of those situations (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) . In addition to SAD diagnosis, social anxiety has often been studied as a continuous variable (e.g., Norberg et al., 2009) . Adolescent girls typically report greater social anxiety than adolescent boys in community samples (Van Oort et al., 2009) . Regarding the course of social anxiety during adolescence, existing studies have followed youth across a relatively narrow developmental window. For example, Van Oort and colleagues (2009) followed a large community sample of adolescents over 5 years, finding that social anxiety tended to decrease from ages 10 to 12, then steadily increased from ages 12 to 15 (Van Oort et al., 2009) .
Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is also a common psychiatric disorder that tends to onset during late adolescence and young adulthood (Chung and Jackson, in press; Chung and Martin, 2011) . Research has characterized trajectories of adolescent alcohol use and their association with AUDs in young adulthood. For example, Chassin and colleagues (2004) conducted trajectory analyses on participants' alcohol consumption from early adolescence to young adulthood (mean ages 13.2 to 25.0) and identified 3 consumption groups: (i) heavy drinking, (ii) moderate drinking, and (iii) light drinking. Both the heavy and moderate drinking groups demonstrated an increased risk for alcohol dependence; however, only the heavy drinking group displayed persistent dependence into young adulthood rather than adolescentlimited dependence (Chassin et al., 2004) .
AUD and SAD are associated with each other. AUD occurs more frequently among persons with SAD than those without SAD (Wolitzky-Taylor et al., 2012; Zimmermann et al., 2003) . A national survey found that 48.2% of adults with a lifetime history of SAD had a history of AUD, compared to 29.3% of those with no history of SAD (Grant et al., 2005) . Both of these disorders commonly emerge in adolescence (Grant et al., 2005; Kessler et al., 2007) . However, little is known about the relationship between SAD and AUD symptoms across the entire period of adolescent development into young adulthood.
A few studies have examined the natural course of social anxiety and alcohol use during adolescence. Windle and Windle (2012) began examining youth in mid-adolescence (mean age 15.5) and found SAD was specifically related to drinking to cope in young adulthood (mean age 28.5). In a brief report on the temporal ordering of anxiety, mood, and substance use disorders, Wolitzky-Taylor and colleagues (2012) followed youth for 4 years during mid-adolescence (mean ages 16.9 to 20.9) and found that baseline SAD predicted onset of AUDs at follow-up; however, AUDs did not predict later SAD. A recent study examined social anxiety symptoms throughout early adolescence and found that higher levels of social anxiety at baseline (mean age 11.0) predicted higher odds of alcohol consumption at 5-year followup (Dahne et al., 2014) . With regard to the order of onset, the literature largely shows that social anxiety usually precedes problematic alcohol use, including younger age of first use and first intoxication, hazardous use, and meeting diagnostic criteria for AUD (Blumenthal et al., 2011; Buckner et al., 2008; Dahne et al., 2014; Marmorstein, 2012; Wolitzky-Taylor et al., 2012; Zimmermann et al., 2003) .
The relationship between social anxiety and alcohol use may differ by gender. Compared to males, females have higher rates of social anxiety (Kessler et al., 1994; Xu et al., 2012) and lower rates of AUD (Grant et al., 2004; Hasin et al., 2007) . Among adolescents ages 13 to 17, Wu and colleagues (2010) found a negative association between SAD and alcohol use among girls, but no association between SAD and alcohol use among boys. However, gender differences in the relationship of SAD and AUD may vary based on the developmental period studied. Kessler and colleagues (1997) examined a large, nationally representative sample of adolescents and adults (ages 15 to 54) and found that among women, SAD was associated with alcohol abuse and dependence, while SAD was only associated with alcohol dependence among men. Among college students (mean age 19.5), Norberg and colleagues (2009) found that women with high social anxiety, compared to those with low social anxiety, were more likely to experience increased alcohol-related problems per drinking episode, despite drinking similar amounts. Compared to men with high social anxiety, women with high social anxiety were also more likely to experience increased alcoholrelated problems (Norberg et al., 2009 ).
To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the course of SAD from early adolescence into adulthood and to examine the persistence or desistance of SAD in relationship to AUD symptom course. The first aim was to characterize trajectories of SAD diagnosis and AUD symptoms separately, from ages 12 to 25. Based on prior research (Grant et al., 2005; Van Oort et al., 2009) , we hypothesized that rates of SAD would peak at around age 15 and show a variable course (i.e., remission or persistence). With regard to AUD symptoms, we predicted that there would be multiple trajectories, with at least 1 group showing an onset of AUD symptoms in emerging adulthood (ages 18 to 22) and another group showing severe, persistent AUD symptoms. The second aim of this project was to examine dual trajectories of SAD and AUD symptoms. We hypothesized that among individuals with persisting SAD, compared to those who show remission (i.e., adolescent-limited SAD), there would be an increased probability of membership in a more severe AUD symptom trajectory. The third aim was to test for gender differences in the association of SAD and AUD symptoms over time. We predicted that compared to males with SAD, females with SAD would be more likely to belong to a more severe AUD symptom trajectory group.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Participants were 788 youth (46.2% female; 80.5% White; 12 to 18 years old at baseline) who were followed in a longitudinal study at the Pittsburgh Adolescent Alcohol Research Center. Youth were recruited either by random digit dialing to identify a representative community sample (n = 220) or from clinical programs that included addictions treatment (n = 568). Details on recruitment procedures and attrition analyses have been published (Clark et al., 2001 (Clark et al., , 2010 . Table 1 summarizes participant characteristics.
Procedures
Prior to initiating study procedures, written informed consent or assent was obtained from adolescents; a parent/guardian provided written informed consent for youth under age 18. Participants completed the baseline assessment and were followed at 1, 3, and 5 years, and at age 25. At baseline, adolescents completed a daylong assessment protocol to assess substance use, psychiatric diagnoses, and other variables of interest, for example, socioeconomic status. At the baseline assessment, participants retrospectively reported on lifetime SAD and AUD symptoms. During follow-up visits, participants reported on psychiatric symptoms (e.g., SAD and AUD) since their previous assessment. Participants were compensated for their time each visit with a $125 gift card. Study procedures were approved by the University of Pittsburgh Human Subjects Institutional Review Board.
Measures
Demographics. The baseline assessment collected data on gender, race/ethnicity, and socioeconomic status (Hollingshead, 1975) .
Alcohol Use Disorder. AUD symptoms and diagnoses were assessed with a modified version of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (First et al., 2002; Martin et al., 1995 Martin et al., , 2000 . Ages of onset and offset for AUD symptoms were used to generate symptom count data for each year from ages 12 to 25. Highly trained interviewers achieved excellent inter-rater reliabilities for AUD symptom ratings (j = 0.84 to 1.00), AUD diagnoses (j = 0.94), and ages of symptom onset and offset (intraclass r = 0.98 to 1.00; Martin et al., 2000) .
Social Anxiety Disorder. SAD diagnosis was determined using the Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and SchizophreniaPresent and Lifetime version (K-SADS), a widely used semistructured interview for DSM-IV psychiatric disorders in youth and young adults, which also collects information on ages of onset and offset for psychiatric conditions (Kaufman et al., 1997; Puig-Antich et al., 1980) . The K-SADS has acceptable to good psychometric properties, with acceptable to high inter-rater reliability for psychiatric diagnoses (mean extended j of 0.88 in the current sample; Clark et al., 1997) . Ages of SAD onset and offset were used to determine the presence/absence of SAD for each year from ages 12 to 25.
Data Analysis
Multivariate polynomial growth mixture modeling (GMM; Muth en, 2001; Muth en and Shedden, 1999) was performed on SAD and AUD symptoms, separately, as a function of age. SAD (presence or absence) and AUD symptom counts (range: 0 to 11) in the past year were coded at each age, for ages 12 to 25. GMMs were estimated in Mplus using maximum-likelihood estimation with robust standard errors. SAD was treated as a categorical variable using a logit function. AUD symptom counts were treated as count data using a Poisson distribution. All observations were used, with incomplete data handled using full information maximumlikelihood estimation. Models specifying 2 to 6 classes were estimated separately (univariate models) for SAD and AUD symptoms. Random effects (individual variation on intercept and slopes within each class) were tested. Nonsignificant random effects were fixed at 0 for model parsimony. Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974) , Bayesian information criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978) , and sample-sizeadjusted BIC (ssBIC; Sclove, 1987) were used to guide model selection. Lower AIC, BIC, and ssBIC values indicate better model fit (Kass and Wasserman, 1995) . Model selection was based on consideration of statistical criteria in conjunction with theoretical considerations interpretability of classes (Nagin, 2005) . The 2 models selected in the univariate SAD and AUD symptom analyses were entered into a dual trajectory analysis.
Because classification quality was high for each model selected, we used a classify-analyze approach (Roeder et al., 1999) and exported assignment of individuals to the most likely class for chisquare analyses. Chi-square tests were performed to examine gender differences in overall SAD, AUD symptom, and joint SAD/AUD symptom trajectory membership. Then, univariate z-tests were performed to examine gender differences by subclasses.
RESULTS
SAD Trajectory Classes
A 3-class quadratic logistic GMM for SAD was selected based on model fit indices (see Appendix) along with theoretical considerations and model interpretability. (226) SES, socioeconomic status (1 = high SES and 5 = low SES); alcohol symptom count, count of DSM-IV alcohol abuse and dependence symptoms at a given age; social anxiety disorder, met DSM-IV social anxiety disorder criteria at a given age.
*N = 747 to 748 due to missing data. Only data from selected ages are presented; complete data at each age from ages 12 to 25 are available.
Figure 1 depicts the 3 trajectory classes. Entropy for the selected SAD trajectory model was high (0.98; maximum value = 1.0). An adolescent-limited class (15%) started with relatively high probability of SAD at ages 12 to 15, which then decreased through age 25. The persistent SAD class (6%) showed increasing probability of SAD between the ages of 14 and 18, and relatively high probability of SAD at ages 19 to 25. The majority of the sample (79%) was in the no SAD class.
AUD Symptom Trajectory Classes
A 5-class quadratic Poisson GMM for AUD symptoms was chosen based on model fit (see Appendix) and interpretability. A plot of the estimated number of AUD symptoms over time for each trajectory class is presented in Fig. 2 . Entropy for the selected AUD symptom trajectory model was good (0.78). The stable low class (28%) generally reported no AUD symptoms at ages 12 to 25. The remitting class (18%) had, on average, 2 to 3 symptoms in early adolescence, with a gradual decline in AUD symptom count through age 25. The young adult onset class (22%) reported, on average, 1 AUD symptom at ages 23 to 25. The moderate class (22%) reported, on average, 2 to 3 symptoms over ages 12 to 25. The severe class (10%) reported the highest average number of AUD symptoms, with a peak in AUD symptom count (mean = 5.3) at age 20.
Sex by SAD and AUD symptom trajectory classes
Sex was significantly associated with SAD trajectory class (v 2 (2, N = 788) = 32.67, exact p < 0.001, Cram er's V = 0.20). Females, compared to males, were more likely to be in the adolescent-limited SAD class (16% vs. 6%; z = 2.26, p < 0.05). There were also more females than males in the persisting SAD class (8% vs. 4%), albeit this was not a significant difference (z = 1.16, p = 0.23).
There also was a significant relationship between sex and AUD symptom trajectory class (v 2 (4, N = 788) = 66.44, exact p < 0.001, Cram er's V = 0.29). Overall, males tended to have a worse course of AUD symptoms. Almost one-third (31%) of males were classified in the moderate AUD symptom class compared to 12% of females (z = 3.27, p < 0.001), whereas nearly half of females (43%) were classified in the stable low AUD class compared to 20% of males (z = 3.50, p < 0.001).
Dual Trajectory Analyses: SAD and AUD Symptom Count
Entropy for the dual trajectory model was 0.79 (maximum value = 1), indicating good classification quality. Table 2 presents the cross-classification of participants in each AUD class by SAD class in the dual trajectory model, and tests of group differences. In the adolescent-limited SAD class, participants were most commonly classified in AUD stable low (39%) and AUD remitting (25%) classes. The distribution of participants in the persisting SAD class across the 5 AUD classes was fairly even. Those in the adolescent-limited SAD class were more likely to be in the stable low AUD class (39%) compared to those with persistent SAD (20%; z = 2.22, p < 0.05). Comparison of those with and without SAD on alcohol trajectories revealed mixed findings. Compared to those with no SAD, those in the adolescent-limited SAD class was more likely to be in the remitting AUD class (16% vs. 25%; z = 2.23, p < 0.05) and less likely to be in the young adult onset (23% vs. 12%; z = À2.26, p < 0.05) and moderate AUD classes (24% vs. 12%; z = À2.45, p < 0.05).
The proportion of individuals in the severe AUD class was lower among those without SAD (8%), compared to those with persistent SAD (17% z = 2.34; p < 0.05). Further, there was a lower proportion in the severe AUD class for those with no SAD (8%), compared to all of those with a history of SAD (combined percentage for the 2 SAD groups = 14%; z = 2.36; p < 0.05).
Sex and AUD Symptom Trajectory Classes Among Those with a History of SAD
Because we were interested in gender differences in alcohol problem trajectories among those with SAD, we tested for differences between males and females after excluding those in the no SAD group, and combining data from the persistent and adolescent-limited SAD groups. Table 3 displays the percentage of males and females with SAD (persistent and adolescent-limited) in each AUD symptom class based on dual trajectory analysis. A 2-way chi-square test of independence was performed on sex and joint AUD/SAD trajectory class, excluding the no SAD class. There was a significant relationship between sex and joint AUD/SAD trajectory class v 2 (9, N = 129) = 23.22, p = 0.006, Cram er's V = 0.42. There was evidence that males with SAD showed greater alcohol problem involvement during early to midadolescence compared to females with SAD. Males with SAD were more likely to be in the moderate AUD symptom class than females with SAD (33% vs. 10%; z = 3.13, p < 0.01). Males with SAD were less likely to be in the stable low class than females with SAD (18% vs. 38%; z = À2.34, p < 0.05). Males with SAD also were less likely than females with SAD to be in the young adult onset AUD group (5% vs. 20%; z = À2.21; p < 0.05).
DISCUSSION
In this longitudinal study of adolescence through young adulthood, we identified 3 trajectories of SAD: no SAD (79%), adolescent-limited SAD (15%), and persistent SAD (6%). Females were more likely than males to be in the adolescent-limited SAD class. We also identified 5 alcohol symptom trajectory groups: stable low (28%), remitting (18%), young adult onset (22%), moderate (22%), and severe (10%). These trajectories are consistent with those found in prior research on alcohol use (Jackson and Sher, 2005) . Overall, males, compared to females, belonged to AUD classes characterized by more alcohol symptoms. Dual trajectory analyses revealed that the presence of SAD was associated with the presence of more alcohol symptoms; an absence of a SAD history corresponded with membership in less severe AUD symptom classes. Among those with SAD, there were some gender differences in AUD class membership.
The dual trajectory analyses showed that adolescent-limited SAD and persistent SAD are associated with somewhat different patterns of change in AUD symptoms from adolescence into young adulthood. A greater proportion of individuals in the adolescent-limited SAD class belonged to the stable low AUD symptom group compared to the persisting SAD class (39% vs. 20%). These results suggest that the persistence of SAD into young adulthood may have some functional associations with alcohol problems.
Social anxiety typically precedes the onset of problematic alcohol use (Kessler et al., 2005b; Tomlinson and Brown, 2012; Wolitzky-Taylor et al., 2012) which has led researchers to theorize that SAD contributes to the onset of AUD symptoms (Buckner et al., 2013; Kushner et al., 2000) . The current study identified multiple patterns in order of onset of SAD and alcohol symptoms. Specifically, (100) "A" indicates a difference between the adolescent-limited and persistent SAD groups. "B" indicates a difference between the adolescent-limited SAD and no SAD groups. "C" indicates a difference between the persistent SAD and no SAD groups. AUD, alcohol use disorder; SAD, social anxiety disorder.
adolescent-limited SAD preceded young adult onset AUD in some youth, but the combination of remitting AUD and persistent SAD (i.e., alcohol symptoms prior to SAD onset) also was observed. The most common combinations that were identified in this sample were adolescent-limited SAD and stable low AUD, and adolescent-limited SAD and remitting AUD. The heterogeneity in patterns of SAD and AUD from adolescence into young adulthood suggests specific patient subgroups that may respond to tailored interventions. For example, treatment of SAD that onsets during adolescence may mitigate subsequent alcohol problems.
Examination of gender and AUD symptom trajectories among participants with SAD revealed mixed and unexpected findings. Compared to females with SAD, males with SAD were less likely to be in the stable low AUD class and more likely to be in the moderate AUD class. Compared to females with SAD, males with SAD also were less likely to have a young adult onset of AUD symptoms. The data are consistent with the idea that both genders show positive associations between SAD with alcohol symptoms, but males with SAD are more likely to have alcohol problems in early to mid-adolescence, whereas females with SAD are more likely to have alcohol problems later adolescence and young adulthood. More research is needed to replicate and extend these findings.
With regard to development, the current findings suggest that for females, social anxiety and alcohol problems may be associated in young adulthood. Data indicated that females with SAD were more likely than males with SAD to be in the young adult onset AUD class. Some existing cross-sectional research on young adults has also found that young adult females with high levels of social anxiety, compared to similar males, have more alcohol-related problems (Norberg et al., 2009) . In a large community sample of younger youth (ages 13 to 17), SAD was protective against all substance use for girls (Wu et al., 2010) . The current study extends the age range covered by Wu and colleagues (2010) and suggests that age 18 might mark an important turning point for some females with SAD in risk for alcohol symptoms. The current results suggest that gender differences in the association of SAD and AUD symptoms may be specific to the developmental period studied. It is also important to note that Wu and colleagues (2010) examined substance use, not substance userelated problems, which could potentially affect gender findings.
More research is needed to understand gender differences in SAD and its association with alcohol problems. While not examined in the current study, type of alcohol problems and the severity of social anxiety may be important factors to examine when dissecting the role of gender in the relation to co-occurring social anxiety and AUD symptoms or consequences (Norberg et al., 2011) . Research should examine whether gender differences are explained in part by common cultural stereotypes of masculinity, which may lead males to drink earlier in adolescence (Addis and Mahalik, 2003) . It is possible that males with SAD might learn early to drink in social contexts in an effort to mask symptoms of SAD and enhance positive aspects of social experiences.
Study limitations warrant comment. Generalizability may be limited, given the parent study's sampling strategy -as a clinical group was recruited to produce a sample with a high proportion of AUDs. Other issues pertinent to generalizability are that the majority of our sample was White and some combinations of SAD and AUD trajectory classes had a small number of participants. It is important to keep in mind that growth mixture models provide estimates of trajectory classes which warrant replication in other samples. Correlates of the trajectory classes other than gender were not examined, given the complexity of interpreting results involving multiple covariates in dual trajectory models. Future projects may benefit from analysis of SAD symptoms, in addition to the SAD diagnoses studied here, as this may improve sensitivity to detecting change in severity of social anxiety and its relation to alcohol problems over time. Another fruitful direction may be to examine the type of alcohol problems reported among those with persisting SAD, as this could improve the understanding of the relationship of SAD and AUD, and advance treatment efforts.
Future research should examine mechanisms explaining the relationship between SAD and AUD symptoms. Buckner and colleagues (2013) recently proposed a biopsychosocial model of SAD and substance use, which provides a more thorough conceptual framework than a stress-dampening model. Guided by Buckner and colleagues' model (2013) , alcohol use among those with social anxiety may reflect a coping strategy to manage negative evaluation fears, increase positive affect, and facilitate socialization. Research is needed to test such potential mechanisms linking SAD and AUD.
In summary, study findings suggest 3 SAD classes: no SAD, adolescent-limited, and persisting. Each SAD trajectory class was associated with distinct patterns of change in AUD symptoms from adolescence into young adulthood. Developmental period affected gender differences in the relationship of SAD and AUD. Findings suggest that treatment for SAD in adolescence may mitigate subsequent alcohol problems.
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APPENDIX
